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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we consider the problem of exploring an un-
known environment with a team of mobile robots using a
communication link with limited bandwidth. The key prob-
lem to be solved in this context is to decide which infor-
mation should be transmitted over the network to enable
the robots to choose appropriate target points. In this pa-
per, each robot approximates its map by a set of polygons.
We present an efficient way to incrementally improve the
representation. We furthermore adapt an existing coordina-
tion strategy so that it is able to deal with our approximated
maps in a distributed fashion. Our technique has been im-
plemented and tested. The results demonstrate that our dis-
tributed technique can efficiently spread the robots in the
environment even if the communication link provides only
a low bandwidth. As a result, the robots are able to quickly
accomplish their exploration mission despite the constraints
introduced by the limited bandwidth.

1. INTRODUCTION

Exploring an environment belongs to the fundamental prob-
lems in mobile robotics. There are several applications like
planetary exploration [1], rescue [16, 18], mowing [11], or
cleaning [13, 17] in which the complete coverage of a ter-
rain belongs to the integral parts of a robotic mission.

To efficiently accomplish an exploration task with mul-
tiple robots, a coordination strategy is needed to assign tar-
get locations to the different robots [4]. To implement such
a technique using a team of real robots, a fast network con-
nection is required in order to send the environmental infor-
mation to each robot. In real applications, all sensor mea-
surements need to be sent to all other robots or the whole
team has to exchange the map. Whereas this is feasible for
small groups of robots, it introduces a serious communica-
tion overhead for big teams. Therefore, taking the available
bandwidth into account when exchanging information is an
important requirement for larger robot teams.

In this work, we present a distributed approach to multi-
robot exploration for situations in which the network con-
nections have unlimited range and are reliable but only pro-
vide a limited bandwidth. Our algorithm computes a polyg-

onal approximation for each map learned by a robot and
transmits only changes and refinements of this map to the
other robots over the communication link. Based on their
own maps and the approximated descriptions of the areas
covered by the other robots, each team mate chooses a tar-
get location it plans to attain. It then broadcasts this location
to the other robots, which consider this plan when calculat-
ing their own target location.

2. RELATED WORK

The various aspects of the problem of exploring unknown
environments with teams of mobile robots have been stud-
ied intensively in the past. For example, Yamauchi et al. [21]
present a technique to learn maps with a team of mobile
robots. In their approach, the robots exchange information
about the map that is continuously updated whenever new
sensor input arrives. They furthermore introduced the idea
of a frontier, which separates the environment into known
and unknown areas. Burgard et al. [4] presented a tech-
nique to coordinate teams of mobile robots which extends a
work published in 2000 [3]. Their approach trades off the
cost of moving to frontiers with the expected amount of in-
formation that can be obtained when a robot arrives at that
frontier. Ko et al. [14] apply a similar coordination tech-
nique that uses the Hungarian Method [15] to compute the
assignments of frontier cells to robots. Howard et al. [10]
presented an incremental deployment approach that aims to
coordinate the robots in a similar way. Zlot et al. [22] as
well as Gerkey and Matarić [7] have proposed an archi-
tecture for mobile robot teams in which the exploration is
guided by a market economy. Their approach trades tasks
using single-item first-price sealed-bid auctions between the
robots. In these approaches, it is typically assumed that the
network connections have a sufficiently high bandwidth. In
contrast to that, the algorithm proposed in this paper is de-
signed to deal with low bandwidth communication links.

In [2], Balch and Arkin analyze the effects of differ-
ent kinds of communication on the performance of teams of
mobile robots that perform tasks like searching for objects
or covering a terrain. The “graze task” carried out by the
team of robots corresponds to an exploration behavior. One



Figure 1: This figure shows the polygon map (right) that is
derived by our algorithm from the grid map (left).

of the results is that the communication of goal locations
does not help if the robots can detect the “graze swathes” of
other robots. In this paper, we seek to minimize the com-
munication between the robots by utilizing a polygonal ap-
proximation of the maps of the individual robots. Recently,
specialized coordination techniques have been published for
certain domains. In the context of RoboCup, different co-
ordination behaviors are used in combination with role as-
signment techniques [12, 19].

In the literature, several techniques are available that re-
duce polygons consisting of originally n vertices to similar
polygons consisting of a subset of m vertices (see Heckbert
and Garland [8] or Buzer [5] for comprehensive surveys). In
our approach, we apply the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [6]
which, according to [20], is one of the most visually ef-
fective line simplification algorithms. In the past, many
improvements have been proposed for the basic Douglas-
Peucker algorithm. Hershberger and Snoeyink [9] proposed
an O(n logn) variant of the basic Douglas-Peucker algo-
rithm whose time complexity is O(nm). Another improve-
ment of this algorithm that avoids self-intersecting approxi-
mations is the star-shaped Douglas-Peucker algorithm [20].

The contribution of this paper is an approach that is able
to efficiently explore an unknown environment with mobile
robots that only have a low bandwidth connection to ex-
change information. Our algorithm approximates the en-
vironment using line simplification techniques to obtain a
compact geometric model which then is used to coordinate
the robots. Compared to the full map, these polygonal ap-
proximations require seriously fewer memory and this way
can be more efficiently communicated.

3. APPROXIMATING THE ENVIRONMENTAL
MODEL

The key idea of our approach to deal with a low bandwidth
communication link during exploration is to compute an ap-
proximative but compact representation of the environment
and to communicate only this compact model between the
robots. To obtain the compact approximation of the map, we
compute a set of polygons which are extracted from a grid
map of each robot. The polygons contained in a polygon
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Figure 2: Case 1: A vertex, which was located on Bt−1 is
no longer located on Bt due to newly observed areas.

map can contain either free or unknown space. Polygons
that are contained inside of other polygons have a higher pri-
ority and thus overwrite the occupancy values of the outer
polygons (compare Figure 1). The boundaries of a poly-
gon can represent either free, occupied or unknown areas.
These polygon maps are learned by extracting the contours
of a robot’s field of view and of the observed obstacles. We
then apply an adapted version of the Douglas-Peucker al-
gorithm [6] to approximate the extracted contours. In the
following, the contour is also referred as the boundary B of
the observed area.

We merge polygon maps by building a grid map in the
following way. If the information given by other robots is
not contradictory, a joined grid map can be constructed in a
straightforward manner. If in contrast the information given
by other robots is contradictory, we prefer occupied to free
and free to unknown information. Note that a robot only
updates its own map according to the received information
in areas it has not observed on its own.

Since the field of view of each robot changes in every
step, the polygonal model can get out-dated quickly. Ac-
cordingly, the polygon map needs to be updated appropri-
ately. Since the robots only have a low bandwidth con-
nection, it is not appropriate to transmit the whole polygon
map after each update. Instead, we communicate the in-
cremental changes of the model only. This is achieved by
introducing the constraint, that points which are a part of
the current polygon map model will also be part of the up-
dated model. This constraint, of course, only holds for those
points, which after the update still lie on the boundary of an
obstacle or on a frontier to unknown terrain.

To update a polygon map based on sensory input, we
distinguish the following cases (see Figures 2-4):

1. Vertices of the polygonal approximation of the bound-
ary Bt−1 at time step t − 1 are no longer located on
the boundary Bt of the observed area in the current
time step t (see Figure 2),

2. the boundary of the observed area can change in a
way so that all points of the approximation are still
located on the boundary but the approximation be-
comes inadequate anyway (see Figure 3), or

3. new boundaries can arise or a boundary can split up
into several boundaries which are not connected any-
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Figure 3: Case 2: All vertices of the approximation lie on
the boundaryBt but the approximation gets inadequate any-
way.
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Figure 4: Case 3: A newly raised boundary (a)-(c) and a
boundary which splits up into several new boundaries (d)-
(f).

more and which can be contained in the original bound-
ary (see Figure 4).

To update the polygon map, we mark all vertices which
lay on the boundary of the visible area Bt−1 in the previous
step t−1 but do not lie on Bt anymore. After that, we itera-
tively discard all points that have been marked and connect
their former neighbors. After this step, all points that remain
part of the approximation are located on Bt. In case points
have been removed, we typically have to refine the approx-
imation again to appropriately model the environment.

In the next step, we have to identify whether parts of the
boundary Bt−1 have split up into several parts (like shown
in Figure 4 (a)-(c) and (d)-(f)). This is achieved by labeling
the vertices of the polygon map with the number of the con-
tour on which they are situated onBt. Whenever two former
neighboring vertices of the polygon map now have differ-
ent labels, they are disconnected by discarding the edge be-
tween these vertices. To close all polygons again the robot
traces the underlying contour Bt of each vertex v having
less than two neighbors. The process for a vertex v stops
when we find another vertex w on the underlying contour
that also is part of the polygon map and has the same in-
dex as v. Each pair of vertices v and w is connected and
so all polygons get closed again. In case, v is the only ver-
tex still lying on the underlying contour Bt, a new arbitrary
point w of the underlying contour is taken to close the ap-
proximation. This is also done for contours that are not yet
approximated by any vertex of the new polygon map.

After this step, we can refine the new polygon map us-

ing the Douglas-Peucker algorithm by splitting up edges.
Usually, the Douglas-Peucker algorithm inserts a new ver-
tex having the biggest distance to its closest segment into its
closest line segment. Since we work with sets of polygons,
we would, according to the original Douglas-Peucker algo-
rithm, split up the edge having the biggest segment-point-
distance of the polygon that has the maximum segment-
point-distance of all polygons.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the approximation pro-
cess for a single robot exploring an unknown environment.
In this figure, white areas outside as well as gray/light blue
areas inside the polygon map correspond to inappropriately
modeled terrain. Such an approximation is well-suited to
be transmitted via a network, because it can be updated in-
crementally and the individual update steps can be realized
with low space complexity.

4. MULTI-ROBOT COORDINATION

Our strategy for coordinating teams of mobile robots is based
on the ideas of Burgard et al. [4]. Their approach spreads
the robots over the environment by introducing a penalty for
places already visited by the robots. In contrast to this, our
algorithm works in a distributed manner. Instead of using
a central component which selects target locations for all
robots, our approach considers the decisions so far made by
other robots. Whenever a robot selects a new target loca-
tion, it broadcasts its decision to all other robots. From this
point in time, the other robots incorporate this information
into their plans by discounting this goal according to [4].
Our approach is described in Algorithm 1. In this formu-
lation, Vt′ refers to the cost of reaching target location t′

from the current position of the robot. Our approach further-
more combines the polygonal maps of its team mates with
its own world knowledge. Since data received from other
robots have an approximative character, the robot only up-
dates such parts of its own map using data received by other
robots if the robot has not yet covered the corresponding
area with its own sensor.

Whenever a target point t′ is selected for a robot, we
reduce the utility of the adjacent goals in distance d from
t′ according to the probability P (d) that the robot’s sensors
will cover cells in distance d. In our approach, we approxi-
mated P (d) by

P (d) =

{
1.0− d

max range if d < max range

0 otherwise
,(1)

where max range is the maximum range reading provided
by the range sensor.

Such a coordination technique is well-suited to spread
the robots over the environment and to avoid that several
robots approach the same target because it is the closest to
its current location. Compared to the coordination scheme



Figure 5: The approximation of the environmental model during exploration.

Algorithm 1 Goal Assignment for Coordinated, Decentral-
ized Multi-Robot Exploration using Polygons.

1: Compute the union of all polygonal maps received by
the other robots and combine them with the own self
explored environmental data.

2: Compute the possible goal locations based on the fron-
tier (points that lead to unknown areas).

3: Set the utility Ut of potential targets to 1.
4: for all Received targets from other robots do
5: Reduce the utility of each target point t′ in the vis-

ibility area according to Ut′ ← Ut′ − P (||t − t′||).

6: end for
7: Determine the robot’s target t which satisfies:
t = maxt′ (Ut′ − β · Vt′).

8: Broadcast the target t to all other robots.

in [4], our coordination mechanism typically leads to longer
exploration times. However, it is the only possibility to
use the discounting technique in a decentralized way. The
centralized approach needs a much higher bandwidth, since
more information needs to be exchanged.

5. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments described in this paper are designed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our environmental approxi-
mation to coordinate a team of robots using a low bandwidth
network connection.

5.1. Influence of the Network Bandwidth on the Explo-
ration Time

In this experiment, we analyzed the dependency of the qual-
ity of the environmental approximation on the overall explo-
ration time.

The central parameter that determines approximation qual-
ity is the split rate (SR). With this parameter, we determine
an upper bound for the number of edge splits per second. So
when we have a SR of 0.04 the robot performs at most one
edge split every 25 seconds. Edge splits are not performed
when the approximation of the robot is appropriate meaning
that the approximation error is equal to zero.

Figure 6 depicts how exploration time for coordinated
robots decreases when the quality of the approximation (and
thus the network bandwidth) increases. In these plots, we

compare the performance of the original centralized coordi-
nation approach presented by Burgard et al. [4] to our de-
centralized approach. It furthermore compares our method
to an adapted version of the centralized approach, which
uses our decentralized coordination. It is important to note
that the decentralized coordination leads to worse results
than the original centralized approach, since the target as-
signment process is done in a decentralized way. Only a
centralized coordination technique has the ability to choose
that robot-target tuple that provides the (globally) highest
expected utility. The decentralized method used throughout
this paper is necessary to keep the communication costs low.
The relative advantage of the original coordination mecha-
nism compared to the decentralized variant increases with
the number of robots. Figure 6 demonstrates that for an
increasing communication link bandwidth the performance
of our approach converges towards the performance of the
decentralized coordination approach without polygonal ap-
proximations and bandwidth restrictions.

5.2. Comparison to Other Approaches

In the second experiment, we compared our approach to
the coordination technique presented by Burgard et al. [4],
which uses an unrestricted communication link. In their
approach, the environmental model needs to be integrated
by each robot of the team and the sensor information of all
robots need to be transmitted to all other robots. In scenar-
ios with a huge amount of robots, this causes a huge amount
of network traffic.

Our decentralized coordination method is derived from
the centralized coordination technique in [4] and was adapted
to our underlying representation and to the bandwidth re-
strictions. Thus, the original approach with unlimited com-
munication describes a lower bound for our algorithm. This
is illustrated in Figure 6. As can be seen from this exper-
iment, even with low bandwidth connections, which allow
to transmit around 7.500 integers per second and robot, a
similar coordination result can be achieved compared to the
centralized coordination approach which requires a network
bandwidth of about 200.000 integers per second.

5.3. Analyzing the Network Traffic

In this experiment, we analyzed the network traffic. In par-
ticular, we analyzed which kinds of data packages occurred
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Figure 6: Exploration time for different split rates (approx-
imation qualities) and numbers of robots. The plot in the
first row shows the result for 3 robots in an unstructured en-
vironment and the second row depicts the evolution for 5
robots in a corridor environment.

SR TPT (%) ES (%) B (%) VP (%) EP (%)
0.04 31.12 19.82 11.32 6.16 31.58
0.05 29.00 23.06 13.51 5.45 28.97
0.07 25.68 26.89 15.25 5.37 26.81

0.1 22.00 36.09 16.02 4.54 21.35
0.2 16.77 52.52 14.24 3.90 12.58

1 5.62 78.95 3.46 9.52 2.45
5 1.56 79.90 0.26 17.78 0.50

10 1.01 78.57 0.04 19.97 0.41
15 0.85 78.14 0.03 20.68 0.29
20 0.77 77.99 0.02 20.93 0.28
25 0.76 77.88 0.02 21.05 0.30

Table 1: The relative network traffic introduced by the dif-
ferent packages for different approximation refinement fre-
quencies (SR).

and what was their share compared to the full amount of
network traffic.

In our approach, different kinds of data packages need
to be sent via the communication link. In our current im-
plementation, we use target point transmissions (TPT) to
publish chosen target locations to robots with lower prior-
ity. Edge split packages (ES) refer to the situation, in which
an edge of the approximation is refined. A broken boundary
package (B) is sent via the network if the boundary splits
up to several small boundaries and the emerged points data
package (EP) is used to describe a newly detected object
(see Section 3, case 3). Finally, the vanished points pack-
age (VP) corresponds to the situation, in which a point is
removed from approximation. To identify a point or edge
in the approximation, we use unique IDs and each point is
represented by two integer values.
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Figure 7: Comparison of network traffic amounts for the
polygonal approach (for different approximation qualities)
and for classical approaches transmitting raw sensor data for
two robots.

Table 1 depicts the relative network traffic caused by
the different data packages. It demonstrates, that in case of
low approximation refinement frequencies (SR) the trans-
mission of the goal points causes a high amount of the over-
all traffic (33.12%), whereas this can be neglected in case
of high refinement rates.

To give a more quantitative evaluation of the caused traf-
fic, we compared the used bandwidth of our approach to the
centralized coordination approach. Using this technique,
each robot transmits its full laser range sweeps to the other
robots. This ensures, that all robots have the same world
knowledge. Using a broadcast network, the overall network
traffic grows linearly in the number of robots. Figure 7 de-
picts the overall network traffic caused by both approaches
exploring the same environment. As can be seen, our ap-
proach clearly outperforms the other technique. Even in the
case of high approximation refinement rates, our approach
requires only a fragment of the network traffic compared to
the centralized coordination algorithm.

5.4. Approximation Error

The last experiment in this paper is designed to illustrate
the approximation error of our approach compared to a non-
distributed algorithm, which integrates all sensor measure-
ments into one central map.

The approximation error and thus the quality of an ap-
proximation directly depends on the SR whereas the higher
the SR the lower is the average approximation error (see
Table 2).

Figure 8 depicts the approximation error of our polygo-
nal maps for two different approximation refinement rates.
The plot in the first row depicts the error in case of a refine-
ment rate of 10 refinement operations per second. As can be
seen, the error is quite small. Whenever the robot observes
a huge amount of so far unknown terrain, the approximation
error increases. As can be seen from the figure, the error is
typically reduced within a few steps. Compared to that, the
error using a low bandwidth connection (see second row of
Figure 8), which allows 0.1 refinements per second, is big-
ger. Furthermore, it takes much longer to correct the error



Splits per Second Avg. Approximation Error
0.1 8.92 %
1 0.86 %

10 0.19 %
Table 2: Low communication rates lead to high approxima-
tion errors and vice versa.
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Figure 8: Approximation error during exploration for (top
image) high and low (bottom image) communication band-
width.

compared to the faster connection.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a distributed approach to multi-
robot coordination for systems with reliable but limited band-
width connections. To deal with low bandwidth networks,
we approximate the maps communicated between the robots
by polygonal representations. We also describe an incre-
mental scheme for updating the polygons whenever the map
has been extended. Finally, we proposed a distributed ap-
proach to assign targets to robots.

Our approach has been implemented and tested in exten-
sive simulation runs. The results reveal that our algorithm
can efficiently coordinate teams of mobile robots even under
severe bandwidth restrictions. One finding is that there is no
significant difference to decentralized approaches assuming
unlimited bandwidth when each robot broadcasts only very
little information in each step.
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